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Cyndi Dale's New Chakra Healing established a
new standard for healers, intuitives, and
energy workers worldwide. It expanded the
seven-chakra system to thirty-two, including
twenty spiritual points serving as catalysts
for dynamic change. This comprehensive
expanded edition of her classic guide, with
more than 150 pages of new information,
features an abundance of original material
and illustrations: —A new introduction with
true stories from Cyndi Dale's healing
practice —Illustrations of the energetic
nature of diseases, so they can be better
understood and addressed —Detailed
descriptions of energetic bodies and fields
found nowhere else, such as the energy egg,
zones of existence, a three-part kundalini
system, and dozens of others —A wealth of
information on healing the earth as you heal
yourself The Complete Book of Chakra Healing
will help you integrate the powerful forces
of your energy body into your everyday life
for better health, increased happiness and
creativity, and a stronger awareness of your
life's true purpose.

Working with Chakras for Belief Change
This book is my glowing invitation to you—to
live a rich, succulent life! I explore love,
sexuality, romance, money, fat, fear and
creativity. It's a little bit like reading my
diary -- with permission. Succulence is
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powerFull! and so are we as women.
Specialty Modeling
Your angels and your guides frequently give
signs and symbols in order to help you along
your paths of enlightenment and good. Animals
are around all of us each day – either as the
living, breathing types or through pictures
and songs. Spirit invites you to perceive
that animals have an energy you can use to
find your true passageway through these 44
stunning Higher Intuition cards. Once there,
the messages they send help you create your
best life. Complications and annoyances can
sometimes obscure the clarity of the big
picture; however, through the cards you will
learn to see and gain higher intuition. The
accompanying book includes detailed, positive
messages and art that provide you with
helpful ideas and divination spreads. With
simplistic beauty and a touch of whimsy,
Higher Intuitions Oracle helps to clear the
cobwebs of indecision in order to take the
necessary steps forward.

The Harmony Tarot Deck
An easy-to-use therapy tool for transforming
unhelpful belief patterns and envisioning
positive change • Identifies 196 common
beliefs per chakra that can be energetically
realigned using the Healing InSight Method •
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Offers a tool set of therapeutic processes,
affirmations, visualization, and bodywork for
the practical application of the
transformational belief realignment method •
Includes 56 full-color, high-vibration chakra
images, one for each main chakra as well as 7
additional empowering images for each chakra
• Paperback with lay flat binding Working
with Chakras for Belief Change transforms
people’s unhelpful beliefs through clearing
their chakras, raising their vibrations, and
creating a fertile space for the New to come
in. The Healing InSight Method presented in
this practical full-color book is based on
affirmations used together with individual
chakra work and specific bodywork exercises,
including techniques drawn from kinesiology,
qigong, whole-brain integration,
visualization, and infinity symbol exercises.
Psychologist and energy therapist Nikki
Gresham-Record channeled 196 common beliefs
for each chakra, 1,036 total, which can be
fully realigned using this transformational
system of complete mind-body-spirit healing.
The author organizes the beliefs around the
chakra system and explains how unhealthy
beliefs can take root within the chakras and
the body. She shows how her belief
realignment method is capable of changing
beliefs and their associated vibrations in
the subconscious mind and energy body, thus
enabling any blocks to dissolve and your
system to open up to the opportunity for
change. The 56 high-vibration chakra images
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included in this book can be used as a tool
for therapeutic guidance as well as for
positive manifestation. Each chakra is
represented by a main chakra image along with
7 chakra aspect images, affirming potent
qualities that we are all able to access when
balanced and in harmony within ourselves. The
artistry of the chakra images offers an
immersion in the vibration of the empowering
chakra-related beliefs and aids energetic
resonance to help people feel good and begin
healing. Also offering case studies and a
life-review process to help the reader take
stock of their situation before and after
they begin the Healing InSight Method,
Working with Chakras for Belief Change
provides a gentle, energetic, yet potentially
life-changing tool for personal growth and
development.

Guardian Angel Cards
This easy-to-use, step-by-step guide will
help readers gain a profound understanding of
how to work with Tori Hartman’s bestselling
Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards This book is aimed
at all those who want to work with the hugely
successful Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards—whether
they are seeking to read for themselves at a
more profound level, to learn to read for
friends and family, or even to start
professional readings for clients. It offers
a useful starting point for those new to the
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cards, as well as enhanced information not
featured elsewhere for those already
proficient in using them. This highly
practical book offers step-by-step
instructions on how to prepare for and
conduct a reading session, whether you are
working on your own or with others. It
includes multiple exercises and covers every
aspect of oracle card reading, such as: • The
difference between an oracle and the tarot •
How to bypass your conscious mind and trust
your intuition • How to contact and work with
the Great Spirits through the cards • How to
engage the “neutral observer” • How to
interpret the 49 Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards
through the Seven Aspects • Developing your
own personalized spreads • The ethics of
reading for others and how to do so safely
This is a must-read for anyone interested in
using oracle cards and taking their skills to
the next level.

Living Reiki Healing Cards
Chakra Wisdom Oracle Toolkit
Practicing Reiki is not simply about healing
others?it is also about growing spiritually.
Master Reiki Practitioner Penelope Quest has
been helping others heal physically and
emotionally with Reiki for more than fifteen
years, through her practice and her books,
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including Reiki for Life and The Basics of
Reiki. Focusing on the restorative and
inspiring principles for better living
inherent in the practice of Reiki, Quest's
wisdom has been distilled into this beautiful
card deck.

Chakra Animals
52-week Journey of Self-discovery With
the Lost Fables
Tarot Healer
"I ADORE these cards. They are immensely
valuable for shifting perspective and
creating profound new growth." SARK, Author,
Artist, Succulent Wild Woman Set your
intentions, break through blockages and learn
ways to manifest your dreams using the 49
cards and guidebook of this extraordinary
divination system! Each original card
connects with a major chakra and represents
one of the mystical fables revealed by angels
to psychic Tori Hartman over 25 years ago
following a near-death experience. This
oracle deck contains 49 unique chakra cards,
each with its own fairy-tale image, as well
as a detailed guidebook that includes
divination spreads, chakra-by-chakra insight
to guide you on your journey, and a personal
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inquiry and focused meditation for each card.
The divination spreads range from basic onecard readings to intention spreads that tap
into and activate your manifesting energy –
even the more complex Chakra Layout is still
easy-to-use, as all the spreads are. This new
deck is set to become a classic for those
interested in developing their intuition and
card divination. “Read and experience this
book! Each poignant and thought-provoking
story will give you the feeling of a long
lost treasure – uncovered truths just for the
reader.” Mark Victor Hansen, Co-creator ofThe
New York Times Best-selling Series, Chicken
Soup for the Soul “Color is the energy
vibration of the Universe. Tori's lovely
toolkit can help you tune in and tune up with
the rich magic of the spectrum. She makes it
fun and fascinating!” Amy Zerner and Monte
Farber, authors ofKarma Cards, The Enchanted
Tarot and Goddess, Guide Me!

The Book of Blessings and Rituals
"This book is for seekers. With writing that
is both friendly to the layperson yet true to
a deeper mystery, this is the book to which I
refer my students who are interested in the
esoteric wisdom and practices of the
ancients." —Anodea Judith, author of Eastern
Body, Western Mind Although they are often
misunderstood, the chakras are important
facets of health and spirituality and when
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properly attuned can lead to happier and
healthier lives. In The Big Book of Chakras
and Chakra Healing, Dr. Susan Shumsky delves
into the ancient Tantric and Vedic literature
to uncover the veiled mysteries of the ages,
where the most authentic information about
the 7 chakras, 7 subchakras, and the subtle
energy system can be found. By reading this
valuable book, you will: Discover your subtle
body and energy field and how to heal
blockages. Gain understanding of kundalini
energy and the chakra system. Understand how
to use visualization to access your chakras.
Learn to maintain the health of your energy
field. The Big Book of Chakras and Chakra
Healing is perfect for novices and
experienced practitioners alike and will lead
you on a journey of discovery, balance, and
enlightenment.

How to Have Meaningful Conversations
Succulent Wild Woman
46 heart-shaped cards, packaged in a deluxe
heart-shaped box.Guardian Angels are
messengers of light. They are here to
lovingly guide us along life's sacred
journey. Now you can receive daily
inspiration, guidance and healing from your
Guardian Angels through this beautiful card
set by best-selling artist and author Toni
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Carmine Salerno, now available in a new
edition with new cover artwork and an
accompanying guidebook offering instructions
on how to use the cards and various card
spreads.

Chakra Meditations
Written by Kris Cole, Australia's bestselling
business and management author, The
Supervisor's Survival Guide arms you with the
skills you need to manage yourself and others
with professionalism, reliability and style.
Being a manager or a supervisor is one of the
most important, and most difficult, jobs in
any organisation. Whether you lead a small or
a large team or work in a public, private or
not-for-profit enterprise, you're likely to
need plenty of tools for dealing with your
team and bringing out their best. Filled with
tips and ideas on how to do things better,
faster and more easily, this book cuts
through the mystery of how to be a great
manager and teaches you how to lead your team
to success.

Opening2intuition Rainbow Oracle
The Chakra Wisdom Oracle Toolkit guides you
in opening up your intuition, removing
blockages from your life, improving your
relationships and realizing your highest
potential. Week by week, you will explore the
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49 fables, beginning with “Renewal.” This
standalone book can also be used in
conjunction with the Chakra Wisdom Oracle
Cards. Each fable is associated with one of
the major chakras and has its own shade of
color. There are five days of activity per
week, each requiring just fifteen minutes. On
Monday, you read the fable and set your
intention for the week. On Tuesday, you
explore the meaning of the week’s color.
Wednesday is the Journal Journey, when you
complete a written task. On Thursday there
are exercises in self-understanding, to be
done alone or in a group. Friday has a guided
meditation. Through short bursts of activity
each day, the fables will seep into your
life, giving you new perspectives and helping
you to make the changes you truly want.

The Answer is Simple-Chakra Love
52-Card Deck and Guidebook The Fool's Wisdom
Oracle Cards are designed to accelerate
personal empowerment and spiritual growth.
The “Fool” is the universal archetype of our
witness self, the eternally objective Divine
voice who resides within all of us. He
observes and comments on our lives as we
journey through the human experience,
pointing out what we sometimes refuse to
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acknowledge. He helps us recognize the folly
of living from the ego's limitations when
we're meant to live as holy and Divine
creative beings. You can seek the Fool's
wisdom on any subject at any time. Use these
oracle cards to attain personal growth;
deeper insights; and clarity into any
situation, relationship, decision,
interaction, or question you may have. The
accompanying guidebook will help you
interpret the cards' meanings and spark your
own intuition. Consult the Fool's wisdom
daily and it will shed light on all the blind
spots and shadows that keep you from
expressing your highest truth. Each of the
Fools carves a pathway to a more authentic
life. Through these oracle cards, you'll come
to embrace and deeply value your own inner
Fool—your Divine witness and wise self.

Karma Cards
Free Your Mind of Negativity and Forge a
Deeper Connection to Spirit with Completely
New Practices and Insights Grounded in
Eastern and Western Psychology Just as the
body is able to heal itself, nature has
provided a way for the mind to heal as well.
In Chakra Wisdom, therapist, yogini, and zen
practitioner Trish O'Sullivan shares a system
known as Traya—a unique practice that
provides a new way of healing negative mind
energy through working with the chakras. This
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process includes techniques for connecting to
your subtle body and your inner teacher so
that you can release negativity, reduce
stress, and enter the stream of spiritual
energy. Filled with meditations and exercises
for engaging the chakras, this book explores
the key steps to working with the deep mind,
including: Mindfulness and focus Letting
memories come to the surface Releasing
negative energy Receiving positive energy
Chakra diagnostics With therapeutic chakra
work, yoga, and meditation, Traya is a
powerful practice for nourishing and
deepening your spiritual connection. Trish
O'Sullivan's expert guidance will help you
move through emotional and spiritual blocks
and achieve new experiences of personal
fulfillment. Praise: "This book is one of few
that could rightly be called paradigm
shifting. Trish O'Sullivan lucidly provides
practical techniques for purifying the mind
and forging a robust mind-body connection.
Chakra Wisdom is an invitation to insight, to
true identity, to wholeness."—Scott Gerson,
MD, PhD, Medical Director of the Jupiter
Medical Center Department of Integrative
Medicine, Division of Education and Research

Chakra Wisdom
Describes different types of specialty
modeling, including hand, shoe, petite, largesize, and character modeling, and discusses
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modeling schools, agencies, portfolios, and
freelancing

The Complete Book of Chakra Healing
These beautiful cards capture the essence of
the life-changing, best-selling book Ask and
It Is Given.You will experience an enhancing
of your personal power, which may, at first,
seem illogical or even magical, as the Energy
Stream from which these cards have come
dovetails with the true essence of your own
being. As you return for frequent visits to
these beautiful cards, you will begin to
notice a definite closing of the gap between
where you are and where you want to be on all
subjects that are important to you.

Dragon Path Oracle Cards
A perceptive guide to the future that is
guaranteed to entertain, amuse, and
enlighten. Shuffle the cards, pick one from
each of three decks representing the Planets,
Signs, and Houses, place them side by side,
and read across to get answers to questions
about future love, career, and financial
moves. 36 shrinkwrapped cards with
comprehensive instruction booklet.

Inner Star Oracle Deck
Tarot Insights for Healing Your Energetic
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Body Learn how to combine energy healing
techniques with the spiritual power of tarot
for a whole new approach to restoring your
well-being. Tarot Healer guides you through
each of the seven chakras, showing you how to
clear blocks and enhance your personal
energy. With dozens of hands-on exercises,
meditations, tarot spreads, and guided
readings, author Leeza Robertson helps you
interpret the cards as a road map for
emotional and physical healing. This book
explores how thoughts, feelings, and actions
impact your ability to achieve spiritual
renewal and release old wounds. Working with
tarot as a guide to aligning and balancing
the chakras, you will begin to expand and
embody love, security, intuition, and divine
energy as you become a true tarot healer.

The Big Book of Chakras and Chakra
Healing
A therapeutic tool for our times Inspired by
nature and her own wiccan path, influential
YouTube star and modern witch Harmony Nice
has created The Harmony Tarot, an enchanting
deck & guidebook that offer a way to use
tarot to improve wellbeing, as well as for
decisions and divination. This beautiful pack
reimagines the traditional deck of 78 Major
and Minor Arcana cards, with the suits
represented by the four seasons. Each card
has been thoughtfully designed to encourage
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you to connect with your thoughts and choices
and inspire personal growth and healing.

Chakra: Reference to Go
Celtic Mandalas
Talk is our key tool for moving forward in
every aspect of our life. Yet how often do
you feel you've missed an opportunity or
failed to express what mattered most to you?
Simple and easy to follow, psychologist Sarah
Rozenthuler presents key strategies and
exercises to help you improve your
communication. "A vital, useful, practical
book' Dr Christiane Northrup Do you feel
stuck for words at crucial moments? Do you
find you haven't really been heard? Does your
communication let you down? Talk is our key
tool for moving forward in every aspect of
our life. Yet how often do you feel you've
missed an opportunity or failed to express
what mattered most to you? Whether you need
to talk with your partner about a
relationship problem or to your boss about
your career, this book will give you the knowhow to achieve your goals. Discover- A
7-point plan to help you grow in confidence
and achieve lasting results Real-life case
studies of ordinary people who transformed
their lives through conversation Examples of
simple changes in approach to create trust,
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openness and new possibilities Meaningful
conversation is the single most effective way
to bring about real change and growth in your
life. This book shows you how.

The Foot Fix
Honor life’s milestones and bring sacredness
into everyday life. The Book of Blessings and
Rituals shows you how to create ceremony and
meaning around the most important events in
you life. Drawing from different world
traditions, leading metaphysical teacher
Athena Perrakis presents blessings to cover a
wide array of occasions and intentions,
including holidays and sacred days, love,
healing, protection, prosperity and success,
lunar blessings and rituals, and
manifestation. Organized by month, you'll be
able to celebrate the sacred all year long.
Create medicine bundles and altars to support
blessings and ceremonies Know which crystals
to use to amplify rituals and clear energy
Learn how to smudge for clearing and
protection Use the power of invocations to
assist in strengthening goals and intentions
Deepen your experience of the sacred, find
inspiration, and heal with this nondenominational guide to blessings and
rituals.

Ask and it is Given Cards
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This easy-to-use, step-by-step guide will
help readers gain a profound understanding of
how to work with Tori Hartman’s bestselling
Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards This book is aimed
at all those who want to work with the hugely
successful Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards—whether
they are seeking to read for themselves at a
more profound level, to learn to read for
friends and family, or even to start
professional readings for clients. It offers
a useful starting point for those new to the
cards, as well as enhanced information not
featured elsewhere for those already
proficient in using them. This highly
practical book offers step-by-step
instructions on how to prepare for and
conduct a reading session, whether you are
working on your own or with others. It
includes multiple exercises and covers every
aspect of oracle card reading, such as: • The
difference between an oracle and the tarot •
How to bypass your conscious mind and trust
your intuition • How to contact and work with
the Great Spirits through the cards • How to
engage the “neutral observer” • How to
interpret the 49 Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards
through the Seven Aspects • Developing your
own personalized spreads • The ethics of
reading for others and how to do so safely
This is a must-read for anyone interested in
using oracle cards and taking their skills to
the next level.
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Why We Get Mad
Angelarium
The boxed set contains a 192-page book and
154 cards with healing affirmations and
symbols for the various active regions of the
subtle energy centers of both the main and
secondary chakras, as well as aura fields.

Crystal Intentions Oracle
Enter an enchanted realm, a world of myth and
magic. The Enchanted Tarot is for everyone
who loves fantasy and fairytales. The 78
cards, specially designed by award-winning
artist Amy Zerner, are richly detailed, each
one a miniature work of visionary art. Based
on the ancient traditions of the Tarot, this
contemporary Oracle is a remarkable system
for self-counseling and understanding. Used
with the accompanying book by Monte Farber,
The Enchanted Tarot can illuminate and
inspire our innermost being and will allow
any seeker of guidance direct access to the
wisdom of his or her Higher Self. Contents:
-22 Major Arcana cards -56 Minor Arcana cards
-192 page book illustrated in color

The Chakra Energy Cards
Celtic designs and motifs provide wonderful
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insight into Celtic spirituality. This book
aims to make the deeply spiritual symbolism
of Celtic artwork more accessible and
potentially life-enriching for you by
presenting meaningful combinations of key
Celtic patterns and motifs in 32 attractive
and thought-provoking mandalas for you to
colour in. A short introduction, illustrated
in full-color, explains some of the
fundamentals of Celtic symbolism. This not
only gives you deeper insight into ancient
Celtic ways but will also help you to get the
most from the guided meditations given with
the mandalas themselves. The designs include
the Endless Knot, the Salmon of Wisdom, the
Tree of Life and the Seven Spirals. At the
back of the book is a visual directory of
Celtic iconography in full color.

Animal Tarot Cards
Eastern cultures have long attributed wellbeing to the balancing of one's chakras—or
vital energy centers within the body—through
yoga, meditation, and breathing exercises.
This ebook, by the author of the best-selling
Yoga Deck, introduces the seven major
chakras—Root, Sacral, Navel Solar Plexus,
Heart, Throat, Third Eye, and Crown. Learn
how they affect your overall state of being
and how to balance chakras that have become
blocked or overloaded.
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The Wisdom of Trees Oracle
Higher Intuitions Oracle
This book will empower you to get your feet
functioning as they should do, without any
medical intervention. Includes a 4-week plan
of quick-and-easy exercises to get your feet
back into shape, plus solutions for specific
foot issues, from plantar fasciitis to fallen
arches. This is a uniquely helpful and
accessible guide to taking control of your
own foot health by holistic heath innovator
Yamuna Zake. We don't need doctors, orthotics
or even surgery to relieve common foot
problems, such as plantar fasciitis, bunions,
neuromas, arthritis, hammertoes, and flat
feet. By learning a correct gait that uses
the entire foot to distribute weight, we can
relieve and prevent common foot problems
without any medical intervention. The book
offers an easy-to-follow 4-week program of
routines that take just 15 minutes a day
during the program and allows readers to fix
their feet and take ownership of their body.
Each of the four weeks focuses on a different
part of the foot: the heel, the arch, the
ball and the toes. There are 3-4 exercises in
each section and readers try them all and can
choose to focus on those exercises in each
section that they enjoy most. This programme
is then supported with mindful foot practices
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to ensure bad habits don't return. Six common
foot problems are also explored, including
their causes (specific incorrect walking
patterns) and ways of preventing and
relieving them (exercises plus mindful
practices). You won't find any medical
concepts or terminology in this book, nor do
you need to learn complicated foot anatomy.
The whole program is based on what you
already know: walking. You'll learn how to
walk and stand correctly and to use every
part of your feet as nature intended. That's
all you need to do!

How to Read the Cards for Yourself and
Others (Chakra Wisdom Oracle)
Outlines ten step to help readers connect
with their authentic spirt and live a
peaceful and joyous life.

The Supervisor's Survival Guide
This is THE book on anger, the first book to
explain exactly why we get mad, what anger
really is - and how to cope with and use it.
Often confused with hostility and violence,
anger is fundamentally different from these
aggressive behaviours and in fact can be a
healthy and powerful force in our lives. What
is anger? Who is allowed to be angry? How can
we manage our anger? How can we use it? It
might seem like a day doesn't go by without
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some troubling explosion of anger, whether
we're shouting at the kids, or the TV, or the
driver ahead who's slowing us down. In this
book, the first of its kind, Dr. Ryan Martin
draws on 20 years plus of research, as well
as his own childhood experience of an angry
parent, to take an all-round view on this
often-challenging emotion. It explains
exactly what anger is, why we get angry, how
our anger hurts us as well as those around
us, and how we can manage our anger and even
channel it into positive change. It also
explores how race and gender shape society's
perceptions of who is allowed to get angry.
Dr. Martin offers questionnaires, emotion
logs, control techniques and many other tools
to help readers understand better what pushes
their buttons and what to do with angry
feelings when they arise. It shows how to
differentiate good anger from bad anger, and
reframe anger from being a necessarily
problematic experience in our lives to being
a fuel that energizes us to solve problems,
release our creativity and confront
injustice.

CRYSTAL READING CARDS
"Chakra Animals is insightful, informative,
and extremely readable. Angelica Stuart's
love of the subject, and her readers, is
obvious on every page."—Richard Webster,
author of Is Your Pet Psychic? and Living in
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Your Soul's Light Bathe Your Soul in the
Ethereal Energy of the Animal-Spirit Realm
The animals of the world are filled with
insights and lessons for their human friends.
Chakra Animals shares the chakra wisdom of
fifty familiar North American animals to
support you in making changes in your life,
especially in areas where you may be
struggling. Developing your connection to the
animals that you resonate with is an
important and fun activity that enhances your
spirituality and sense of wellness, for
example: Call on the turtle in the heart
chakra for those times you need support
opening your heart and emerging from your
shell. If you connect to bear and the heart
chakra, it may mean you need to climb into a
warm and cozy den for a period of healing and
rejuvenation. Work with the butterfly in the
crown chakra when journeying into higher
realms of consciousness and reconnecting with
the beauty you find there. In this book, you
will discover chakra interpretations for each
of the seven chakras for all fifty
animals—350 bite-sized bits of chakra wisdom
in all! These insights will help you focus on
specific goals that are important to you and
they will help you remove inner blocks that
may be holding you back. You will also
discover tips and techniques for integrating
the chakra wisdom into your life and stories
of personal transformation to help you
process the profound guidance the animals
share with you. Praise: "Angelica Stuart's
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Chakra Animals stands out among contemporary
intuitive, oracular, and divinatory tools.
Its images are of animals and it speaks of
their sacred power in the very energy centers
that translate light to form: the
Chakras."—Orion Foxwood, author of The Faery
Teachings "We humans love to ally ourselves
with other animals, and Chakra Animals allows
us to internalize the energies of fifty
different beings while using the seven
primary chakras as a road map. Angelica
Stuart provides an introduction to these
valuable relationships, helping the reader to
understand some of the ways in which the
animals can guide us through personal growth
and spiritual development."—Lupa, author of
New Paths to Animal Totems

Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards
Allow me to say first how privileged and
honoured I am to share this profound chakra
journey with you. If you’ve decided to commit
to this 52-week spiritual journey, you’re
probably already highly intuitive. Something
in this book has called to you and now your
intuitive energy is about to expand even
further!

The Fool's Wisdom Oracle Cards
Your seven chakras are energetic centers of
power and wisdom that influence all aspects
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of your life and the world around you. Learn
which crystals create more energetic flow and
balance in your chakra system and raise your
vibrations. When your chakras are aligned and
in balance, you'll experience your purest
self and awaken a new sense of well-being. By
working closely with these Crystal Healing
Chakra Cards, you'll gain a deep sense of
self-awareness, empowerment, and healing.

How to Read the Cards for Yourself and
Others (Chakra Wisdom Oracle)
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